The use of agent-based models has increased in the last years to simulate social systems and, in particular, financial markets. Agent-based models of financial markets are usually validated by checking the ability of the model to reproduce a set of empirical stylised facts. However, other common-sense evidence is available which is often not taken into account, ending with models which are valid but not sensible. In this paper we present an agent-based model of a stock market which incorporates this type of commonsense evidence and implements realistic trading strategies based on practitioners literature. We next validate the model using a comprehensive approach consisting of four steps: assessment of face validity, sensitivity analysis, calibration and validation of model outputs.
Introduction

Background
In recent times, an increasing effort has been devoted to building agent-based models (ABMs) of social systems and, in particular, of financial markets, as ABM is a flexible paradigm to study the individual and social behaviour of agents and its effect on the dynamics of the system. Many models of the stock market have been developed that focus on a broad range of market mechanisms and price dynamics ( (LeBaron, 2006) , (Hommes, 2006) , (Chakraborti, Toke, Patriarca, & Abergel, 2011) ). A usual way to validate these models is the analysis of their ability to replicate some of the statistical stylised facts identified in financial markets (Janssen & Ostrom, 2006) , such as the lack of return autocorrelation or the clustering of volatility.
However, other information about financial markets is available, such as the level of market volatility or the volumes moved by different types of agents, which can be used in the validation of an agent-based model but is often neglected in favour of the stylised facts. Even "common sense" evidence should be taken into account if possible without ignoring it only to achieve a 2 more parsimonious model . For this reason, we advocate in this article that it is also necessary to look at other basic empirical data, such as the volume moved by financial traders or their performance, to assess the validity of a model. If we only focus on the stylised facts reproduced by the model, we run the risk of having a model which is valid but not sensible.
It is precisely the problem we encountered when re-implementing a previous financial market model as a starting point of our research. We chose the model developed by Farmer and Joshi (2002) -henceforth, the 'FJ model'because it is simple, a thorough analysis is provided by its authors, and it is able to reproduce a variety of empirical stylised facts. So, it is a valid model according to the usual criteria. However, when we looked at other model outputs, such as the performance of the different strategies, we found out that one of the trading strategiesthe trend-following onewas systematically losing money. This situation would not make any sense in real markets, as a loss-making strategy would soon fall out of favour and ceased to be used. For this reason, we decided to enhance the model by re-designing the trend-following strategy. To this aim, we turned to the practitioners literature and implemented a realistic strategy based on a technical strategy widely used in real markets.
The model we present here makes a threefold contribution to the agent-based modelling literature: (1) we present the results of a model-to-model exercise where we have reimplemented the FJ model; (2) after reasoning that the results obtained from the FJ model do not satisfy certain common sense properties, we provide an enhanced model with a realistic technical trading strategy that builds on the practitioners literature; (3) we apply a four-step validation process to the new model which allows us to assess its validity in a more complete way than what is available in the related literature.
Empirical validation of agent-based models
Despite the potential of agent-based modelling, it has not been adopted yet as a mainstream tool by ortodox economists. One possible explanation draws on the lack of methodology standards in agent-based modelling, and an important aspect here is the diversity in calibration and validation procedures used by agent-based modellers . The process of validation assesses how accurately a model or simulation represents the real world system in light of its objectives. Validation is preceded by the process of calibration, where model parameters are determined building on real world data. Calibration and validation are currently one of the most important challenges in agent-based modelling ( (Ngo & See, 2012) , (Bianchi, Cirillo, Gallegati, & Vagliasindi, 2007) ).
Beyond the difficulty of validation in general modelling and simulation (available resources are surveyed for example in (Balci, 1995) or (Sargent, 1998) ), calibration and validation of agentbased models are specially challenging due to the inherent complexity of this type of models, where non-linearities, heterogeneity, stochastic dynamics, non-trivial interaction among agents and micro-macro feedback loops are usually present (Fagiolo, Windrum, & Moneta, 2006) . This has led to intensive discussions on how to validate agent-based models, as a result of which a variety of validation levels have been distinguished ( (Carley, 1996) , (Bianchi, Cirillo, Gallegati, & Vagliasindi, 2007) ) and different validation methodologies have been proposed ( , (Moss, 2008) ) (specially remarkable here are the three empirical calibration and validation procedures surveyed by Windrum et al. (2007) : the indirect 3 calibration approach (Dosi, Fagiolo, & Roventini, 2006) , the Werker-Brenner approach (Werker & Brenner, 2004) and the history-friendly approach (Malerba, Nelson, Orsenigo, & Winter, 1999) .
When reviewing the literature on model validation, the reader comes across a diversity of validation typessuch as internal, external, conceptual or cross-model validation (Carley, 1996) , which can be subsumed under the overall classification provided by Zeigler (1985) :
 Replicative validity: the model outputs are compared to data already acquired from the real system.  Predictive validity: the model is able to reproduce system behaviour before it is observed in the real system.  Structural validity: the model "not only reproduces the observed real system behaviour, but truly reflects the way in which the real system operates to produce this behaviour." (Zeigler, 1985, p. 5) One advantage of agent-based modelling is that it has the potential to replicate the microstructure and mechanisms that give rise to social phenomena under study and thus agentbased models can be structurally validatedwhich is the highest type of validity according to Zeigler.
Following Klügl (2008) , structural validation can be decomposed in the following processes:
 Face validation: studies if initial model outcomes are plausible  Sensitivity analysis: studies the effect of the model parameters on results. When implementing a large model, this allows to identify the crucial parameters.  Calibration: identifies for which parameter values the model presents a better fit with real world.  Output validation: studies whether model outputs match real-world data, usually through graphical or statistical comparison.
These processes are seldom wholly implemented in agent-based modelling (Ngo & See, 2012 )a fact that we will confirm in the next subsection in the particular case of ABM of financial markets. This paper makes a contribution to the ABM literature presenting a model of an artificial stock market fully validated by following these four steps to assess its structural validity. Our emphasis on the realistic modelling of agent strategies increases the structural validity of the model and moreover responds to the calls made by some researchers to adequately capture both the macro-level patterns and the micro-level behaviours and relationships (Gilbert, 2004 )this two-level validation is what Moss and Edmonds call crossvalidation ).
Agent-based models of fundamentalist+technical traders
In stock markets, two main investment approaches can be identified (Bonenkamp, 2010) :
 Fundamentalist trading -Fundamentalist investors argue that assets have an intrinsic value, which can be determined with a detailed analysis of the characteristics of the asset, its issuer and the market (Murphy, 1999) . The price is expected to move around 4 the fundamental value, so when both diverge an investment opportunity appears: if the value exceeds the price the asset is said to be overvalued and it should be bought; if the value is lower than the price, then it should be sold .  Technical analysis -This aproach builds on the analysis of past price movements to infere its future evolution. It claims that markets are driven by psychological factorswhich reflect investors' hopes and fearsrather than fundamentals (O'Neill, 2011) . Technical analysis is much more recent than fundamentalist trading; its use largely spread since the 60s and it has come to dominate the most modern and liquid markets (Johnson, Jefferies, & Ming Hui, 2003) .
Given that the main trading approaches in real markets are the fundamentalist and technical strategies, it makes sense to combine these two approaches when building a model of a financial market, to better resemble the behaviour of real investors ( (Menkhoff, 2010) , ). Many authors in the agent-based arena have also used stylised versions of the fundamentalist and the technical strategies to build models which are able to reproduce different statistical properties observed in real markets. For example, Farmer and Joshi (2002) study the role that these strategies have in market dynamics, LiCalzi and Pellizzari (2006) focus on the fundamentalist strategy, Wei et al. (2013) analyse the effect of momentum traders, and Raberto et al. (2003) use the Genoa Artificial Stock Market to study the profits made by these two main strategies. Some articles add features from the behavioural finance field to enrich the behaviour of agents: for example, the model by Pascual et al. (2006) includes psychological traders which are based on the research by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) , and Shimokawa et al. (2007) also build on the work by Kahneman and Tversky and study the effect of risk aversion. Other models focus on the impact of learning algorithms: the traders in the Santa Fe Stock Market ( (Arthur, Holland, LeBaron, Palmer, & Tayler, 1996) , (LeBaron, Arthur, & Palmer, 1999) ) use a genetic algorithm to update their price prediction rules, and Martínez-Jaramillo and Tsang (2009) also explore different procedures to update the decision rules of artificial traders. Finally, a number of articles focus on the effect of imitation mechanisms, allowing the agents to improve their strategies by looking at other agents, or adopting the main strategy in the market ( (LeBaron & Yamamoto, 2007) , (Alfarano, Lux, & Wagner, 2005) , (Lux & Marchesi, 1999) or (Westerhoff, 2010) ).
Also building on these two trading approaches, we implement a model with two types of investors: fundamentalist traders (FUND) and technical traders (TREND). Our model makes a contribution to the previous literature in two aspects: (1) implementation of realistic trading strategies based on practitioners literature, and (2) complete assessment of the model structural validity. Building on the FJ model mentioned above (Farmer & Joshi, 2002) , we will modify the technical strategy to avoid certain features that run counter to common sense evidence, and for that aim we will turn to the practical trading literature to implement a sound, realist strategy for technical investors. Next, we will assess the validity of the model following the four-step procedure proposed by Klügl (2008) .
The financial market models reviewed above are cross-validated , as they all compare the statistical properties of the simulated time series with the stylised facts observed in real marketsso a macro-level validation is applied -, and the agent strategies inspire on the most popular trading approaches in real worldso the micro level is informed by the behaviour of real traders. This two-level validation is an improvement on the models one can find in other fields. However, if we turn to the four-step validation procedure proposed by Klügl (2008) , we realise that some processes are usually missing. Table 1 summarises which validation steps are addressed in the models reviewed above, and it becomes clear that although the outputs are always validated, no sensitivity analysis is usually undertaken, and calibration is also a weak point of some models. In contrast to this, we have applied the complete validation procedure to our model, as described later.
Model Face validation
Sensitivity
analysis Calibration Output validation Alfarano, Lux and Wagner (2005) ○ • • Arthur et al. (1996) ○ ○ • Farmer and Joshi (2002) • ○ • LeBaron, Arthur and Palmer (1999) ○ ○ ○ • LeBaron and Yamamoto (2007) • LiCalzi and Pellizzari (2002) ○ • Lux and Marchesi (1999) 
○ •
Martínez-Jaramillo and Tsang (2009) ○ ○ ○ • Pascual et al. (2006) • Raberto et al. (2003) ○ ○ • Shimokawa et al. (2007) ○ • Wei et al. (2013) ○ • • Westerhoff (2010) ○ ○ • Table 1 -Validation steps used in agent-based models of fundamentalist+technical traders, following Klügl (2008) . A dark circle indicates that the step is fully satisfied; a blank circle indicates that the step is partially addressed; no circle indicates that the validation step is not addressed at all.
In section 2 we present our agent-based model and describe how we have implemented both trading strategies, founding on empirical usual practice. In section 3 we describe the validation procedure, consisting of four steps: assessment of face validity, sensitivity analysis, calibration and output validation. Section 4 then concludes our discussion. 6
Model description 2.1. Starting point: Reimplementation of FJ model
One methodological issue in agent-based modelling is the high diversity in model objectives, structure and theoretical context that hinders the comparison between developed models (Fagiolo, Windrum, & Moneta, 2006) . For this reason, the comparison of models has been advocated as a way to increase the credibility and the validity of a model (North & Macal, 2007) .
Following the model-to-model approach (Hales, Rouchier, & Edmonds, 2003) , we decided to build on a previous financial market model instead of developing yet another model from scratch. This incremental procedure is in line with the TAPAS (Take A Previous model and Add Something) approach, which improves the validity of new models by building on existing, tested, well-understood and accepted models (Frenken, 2005) . In particular, we chose the FJ model as it is simple but able to reproduce different empirical stylised facts, a good description is available and a deep analysis is provided by its authors.
Due to space limitations, we do not include here any detailed description of the FJ model, but only a brief summary. For further details, we refer the reader to the original paper.
Two types of traders are considered:  Value investors, who take positions proportional to the difference between the price and their perception of the fundamental value, in the belief that the price will tend to the value.  Trend-following investors, who take positions proportional to the difference between the current and a past price, in the belief that prices move in trends.
Both types of agents use thresholds to enter and exit a position, what can be understood as a way to reduce the trading frequency motivated by excessive transaction costs. The net order submitted by all traders is filled by a market maker that sets the new price.
The model exhibits face validity, as the time series of simulated prices show a qualitative correspondence to the real series of prices. The statistical analysis of results reveals that the model replicates different empirical stylised factsfat tails of log-return distribution, volume skewness, strong autocorrelation of volume and volatilityso outputs are validated. In our reimplementation of the FJ model we not only looked at the results reported in the paper by Farmer and Joshi - Figure 1 reproduces the statistical analyses displayed in the FJ paper using our own data to assess the correctness of the reimplementation exercise,but took a deep exploration of other variables and features, such as agent orders, positions or performance. Figure 2 provides a summary of market dynamics, and brings to light a particular fact that attracted our attention: trend traders get negative profits. This is a recurring feature, robust under different parameter configurations. This situation is clearly not realistic, as a systematically loss-making strategy would soon disappear from real markets.
8 This type of stylised fact is perhaps so blatantly obvious that one may fail to even take it into account. With the present paper we want to point at the need to incorporate this type of common-sense evidence into agent-based models. With this aim in mind, we decided to enhance the FJ model by implementing a realistic technical strategy that is competitive against the fundamentalist strategy while keeping the many virtues of the FJ model. We describe next the several model components, where the price formation process and the fundamentalist strategy build on the FJ paper, and the technical strategy builds on the practitioners literature.
Model description
We consider a market for multiple assetsstocksin unrestricted supply, where traderswho have no cash nor short-selling constraintsplace orders at discrete trading intervals, changing the composition of their investment portfolios in accordance with their respective valuation 9 model. At each time step, all the agents trade in random order, and a new price is set based on the aggregated order submitted by traders 2 .
Price formation
The price P t for the stock is set by a market maker in accordance to a linear price formation rule. Although other formulations are possible (see e.g. (Madhavan, 2000) for a survey), we use the simplest one, which states that prices have to rise (fall) in the presence of over-demand (oversupply) by an amount that is inversely proportional to the liquidity of the traded security. Here, we do not take into account the inventory of the market maker nor the presence of information asymmetries in the market, and thus assume bid-ask spreads to be zero. Stock price is updated according to:
 t is the total excess order, that is the sum of all orders emitted in t-1   is a constant liquidity factor that accounts for the depth of the market  t  is a random term,
, that accounts for the random perturbationssuch as the arrival of new informationthat can possibly affect the market-maker's decision making process.
One disadvantage of this linear formulation is that prices can become negative, which could be avoided by using a log-price formulation for the price discovery rule. Outstanding orders in any given trading interval are always filled at the quoted prices and the market maker absorbs the excess or covers the shortfall, adjusting the prices according to the impact function ( 1 ).
Fundamentalist traders (FUND)
Our implementation of the fundamentalist strategy is based on the FJ model. Fundamentalist investors derive the intrinsic value of the stock from a private, exogenous signal they receive before each trading period. This exogenous signal is modelled as a random walk , t V plus an agent-specific constant f v that accounts for the variability in the perception of the fundamental value:
, and the agent-specific constant f v is set at the start of the simulation from a uniform distribution,
The positions of fundamentalist traders are proportional to the difference of actual price t P to
perceived fundamental value f t V . However, an agent only enters a position when the difference between price and value is above a given threshold,
. In that case, the position is determined as:
Let's note that when the price lies above the fundamental value, the asset is overpriced and the agent decides to sell; when the price lies below the fundamental value, then the agent decides to buy.
Fundamentalist investors keep their positions open until the price and the fundamental value converge, that is, until their difference is smaller than a given threshold. In that case, the agents liquidate their position:
( 4 )
In case an agent has an open position, but the liquidation condition is not satisfied, then it simply updates its position based on the difference between price and value: if this difference has reduced (widened) since the position was opened, then the investor also reduces (increments) its position:
Fundamentalist investors are heterogeneous in their entry and exit thresholds:
Once determined the new position, the agent calculates the order to be sent to the market-maker: 
Technical traders (TREND)
Technical traders exploit price trends, and for that aim we have implemented two of the most common techniques in real markets (Taylor S. , 2005) : to detect the start of a trend in prices, agents compare a short-and a long-term moving average of past prices; to detect the end of a price trend, agents rely on the technique of channel breakouts. To implement these rules, we have built on the practitioner literature, mainly on the description provided in (Kestner, 2003) .
At each time step, technical investors calculate two simple moving averages (MA) of past prices: one short-term MA that responds quickly to recent price movements, and a long-term MA that responds more slowly. Let tr S w and tr L w be the windows used by the technical agent tr to calculate his short-and long-term moving averages, respectively. The moving averages are then given by:
When the two moving averages cross, it is the key time to buy or sell: if the short-term MA crosses the long-term MA from below, the agent interprets it as the beginning of an upward trend and opens a long position; if the short-term MA crosses the long-term MA from above, the agent interprets it as the start of a downward trend and opens a short position (Figure 4) . Figure 4 -Illustration of the behaviour of long-and short-term moving averages along time When the MA's cross and the agent opens a position, it is proportional to the difference in slope between the two moving averages, because it is assumed that the greater this difference, the steeper the upward or downward price trend. Equations ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) specify the formula used by technical investors to calculate their position:
from below, then the agent opens a long position:
from above, then the agent opens a short position:
where  25 is a normalisation factor aimed at having the same order of magnitude in the orders from fundamentalist and technical agents 3 .
is the difference between the slope of the two MA's:
Technical investors keep their positions open until they think that the price trend has begun to reverse. In order to detect a trend reversal, the agents use a channel breakout rule: if the current price is the lowest in the last tr C w days, then the technical trader interprets that the price is going down, and any long position should be liquidated; if the current price is the highest in the last tr C w days, then the technical trader interprets that the price is going up, and any short position should be liquidated.
Note that when drawing the minimum and the maximum of the price over a period, a channel appears, which is why the method is called "channel breakout" ( Figure 5 ).
As happens with the fundamentalist investors, when a technical agent has an open position, but the channel breakout condition is not satisfied, then he simply updates his position keeping the same sign:
3 As the fundamentalist and technical agents use quite different indicators for their positionsone based on the difference between price and fundamental value, and the other one based on the difference of slope between moving averagesthe model runs the risk of having one group of traders moving far major volumes and biasing the market dynamics. To give fundamentalist and technical agents the a priori opportunity to impact prices in a balanced way, we have added this normalisation factor. To calculate it, we have repeatedly run the model and calculated the ratio of average maximum fundamentalist and technical positions obtained after each run. The normalisation factor has been selected as the value for which the ratio of maximum fundamentalist/technical positions lies around 1, as this indicates that fundamentalist and technical positions take similar values and so both groups of traders have a priori a similar impact in price formation. 
Once set the new position, the agent calculates the order to be sent to the market-maker: 
Description of model validation
We describe next the validation procedure used to assess the validity of the model described in section 2. Although the four steps are presented in a linear way, it is rather an iterative process, with movements back and forth between the different steps. For example, a temptative calibration can be done before conducting the sensitivity analysis, or calibration is often undertaken with the aim of replicating the sylised facts used later in the validation of outcomes.
In all the graphics shown throughout this section, we have used the parameter values listed in Table 2 , unless otherwise indicated. All simulations have a duration of 2000 time steps (we assume that each time step is equivalent to 1 day, and so each run has an equivalent duration of 8 years). Average results shown next are based on 200 runs with different seeds for random processes.
Face validation
In this section we will look at different variables to understand how the model works and which types of results are produced.
Price and fundamental value. The price moves around the fundamental value. While it may be that the price and fundamental value do not cross for a long time period, they end up converging due to the action of traders (Figure 7) . The action of fundamentalist investors prevents the price from going too far away from the fundamental value, since when the price falls below the value, fundamentalist agents buy and push the price up, and vice versa. Technical investors propel the trends in price: when the price begins to increase, they buy and strengthen the price rise (analogously when the price begins to drop). The joint action of fundamentalist and technical investors cause the price trends to be temporary, and the price always ends up moving around the fundamental value. Therefore, the price has a stable dynamic and shows no bubbles nor crashes. Figure 8 shows the time series of annualised volatility, which does not show important variations during the course of the simulation. Note that the level of volatility is reasonably close to the empirical volatility observed in stock markets during calm periods (for example, the average volatility of S&P500 during 2014 was 11%). Orders from investors. By construction, the positions of fundamentalist and technical investors have the same order of magnitude (precisely we have added a normalisation factor to the 16 expression of technical positions to prevent a group from having far superior positions than the other group, see equations ( 8 ) and ( 9 )). In Figure 9 we can see that the positions of technical investors suffer higher variations than those of fundamentalist investors, because when the trend in the price reverts, technical investors liquidate their portfolio and pass from long to short positions (or vice versa), while fundamentalist agents do not necessarily liquidate their portfolio because the difference between the price and the fundamental value does not need to change sign. The fact that the positions of technical traders suffer higher changes between two time steps translates into higher orders (see Figure 11 ), and so the impact of the technical group in price formation is more noticeable. This is consistent with the volume patterns observed in real world: although there is no data on which volume is moved by fundamentalist and technical investors in real markets, there is indeed evidence that most mutual funds behave as technical investors in short-term trades (Menkhoff, 2010) , and technical strategies have a higher weight in stock price dynamics (Feng, Li, Podobnik, Preis, & Stanley, 2012) . Investor performance. Both the fundamentalist and the technical group are able to make profits (although not all of the agents make profits, the average performance is positive). This was precisely one of the goals when designing our model: it does not make sense from an empirical point of view to use strategies that are not profitable, so we have not used exactly the FJ model, but we have modified the technical strategy so that it is more sophisticated and does not consistently lose money.
Because of their greater positions, technical investors have a bigger weight in price dynamics. Being able to drive trends helps them make money, because entering long (short) positions when the price starts to rise (decrease) is profitable, and moreover their own orders strengthen the price trend. However, fundamentalist investors are also able to take advantage of these price dynamics, because when the difference between price and fundamental value increases their positions become also bigger, and they can earn more money when the price finally converges to the value. 
Sensitivity analysis
To study the effect of parameters on model results, we have performed a sensitivity analysis using the one-factor-at-a-time methodology (ten Broeke, van Voorn, & Ligtenberg, 2016), varying one parameter at a time to observe its impact on results. This has allowed us to identify the parameters with a most important impact on model dynamics and which will require an specially accurate calibration.
To give an idea of the sensitivity of results, we show below the behaviour of a subset of model outputs under three different parameter values. The selected outputs provide information on several aspects: time evolution of price vs. fundamental value, as an indicator of the overall market dynamics; profits accumulated by fundamentalist and technical traders, as an indicator of agent performancethis indicator is specially relevant given that a new technical strategy has been implemented with the aim of making it competitive; the autocorrelation function of returns and volatility, to gain insight on when the model is able to replicate the lack of return autocorrelation and the clustering of volatilitywe have chosen these particular stylised facts with an eye on the posterior phase of output validation because they turn to be the most sensitive ones; and the boxplot of return excess kurtosis and volatility (calculated as the standard deviation of log-returns, without annualising the resulting value), as an indicator of market stability and return non-normality.
We provide next a summary of the results of the sensitivity analysis for each parameter:
4 Benefits obtained by agent i are calculated as the profits accumulated since the start of the simulation due to changes in price: o Liquidity is coupled to the number of agents (the more agents in the market, the higher the liquidity), and when these parameters move in tandem no significant change is observed in market results. o Standard deviation of noise term: When P  increases, the price gets more volatile as the random term added to the price formation process (see equation ( 1 )) takes higher values. Figure 13 shows that this has a special impact on FUNDs' performance: as the price takes a wider range of values (Figure 13  (a) ), its difference with respect to the fundamental value rises, and in consequence the fundamentalist positions also increase. The weight of fundamentalist agents in price formation gets higher, which results advantageous to this type of traders and translates in better profits (Figure 13  (b) ).  Parameters associated to fundamental value formation o Standard deviation: The model outputs are not much sensitive to the standard deviation of the process of fundamental value formation, the parameter V  . As shown in Figure 14 , an increase in V  has an obvious effect on the volatility of the fundamental price process (in red in Figure 14 (a) ). This leads fundamentalist traders to move a higher volume as the difference between price and fundamental value increases, and this has a positive effect in their profits. The higher orders sent by fundamentalist agents rise the range of price movements (volatility increases in Figure 14  Parameters associated to the fundamentalist strategy o Entry threshold: Simulation results are not much sensitive to the parameters associated to the FUND strategy (entry threshold, exit threshold and the offset that accounts for the variability in the agent perception of the fundamental value). Among these three parameters, the entry threshold is the one with a most significant impact on outputs: When the entry threshold increases, it is more difficult for fundamentalist traders to enter a position, as they need to wait for a bigger divergence between the price and the perceived fundamental value. This reduces the volume of fundamentalist orders and their profits (Figure 15  (b) ), but the effect in other model outputs is not remarkable.
23 o Exit threshold: When the exit threshold increases, it is easier for fundamentalist traders to close a position. However, their volume does not change too much, because with a low exit threshold fundamentalist agents do not close their 24 positions that often, but reduce them gradually until the difference between price and fundamental value is small enough and so in the end the volume is similar in both cases. For this reason, the model results show a low sensitivity to this parameter (Figure 16) . o Value offset: When the value offset rises, it gets easier for the fundamentalist traders to open a position, because the difference between the price and their perceived fundamental value is higher and so it is more likely to surpass the entry threshold. For this reason, the volume moved by fundamentalist agents tends to increase, but their net effect in price dynamics is not significant because of the symmetry in the range of values of the offset: as fundamentalist traders have the same probability to have a positive or a negative offset, they are approximately equally likely to enter long or short positions and so the aggregated orders do not show a big variation when the offset goes up. As a result, the model ouputs show a small sensitivity to this parameter (Figure 17) . 
 Parameters associated to the technical strategy
o Window of short-term moving average: When the value of the short-term moving average is lowspecially, when it is close to 1,then the price shows a more volatile behaviour (Figure 18 (a) ): when the short-term window is small, the technical entry indicator (given by the difference in slopes of the short-and the long-term moving averages of prices) becomes quite sensitive, as any movement up or down in the price can induce a change in the slope of the short-term moving average, and the joint action of technical traders can cause a marked movement in the price. This notable effect in prices results in higher profits for technical traders (Figure 18 (b) ), but fundamentalists also take advantage of the situation because the higher divergence of price with respect to fundamental value results in higher fundamentalist positions which lead to more substantial profits when the price reverts. When the short-term window increases, it has a smoothing effect that prevents the peaks in the price series (Figure 18 (c), (d) ) and so the kurtosis and volatility of returns go down ( Figure  18 (e ), (f)).
27 o Window of long-term moving average: A variation in the window of the longterm moving average has a less noticeable effect in the results than the short-28 term window, as the smoothing effect obtained when increasing the window is less significant for larger values of this window (Figure 19) . o Window of exit channel: When the window of the exit channel increases, technical traders are forced to keep their positions for longer. When they finally are 'allowed' to close a position after keeping it open during a long period of time, it is likely that the price trend which left them to enter their current positions has reversed, and so technical traders liquidate their portfolios. If they do so more or less simultaneously, they move the price and make higher profits (Figure 20 (b) ), but increase the kurtosis and volatility of returns (Figure 20 (e ), (f)). The price movements concentrated in short intervals of time also increase the autocorrelation of returns (Figure 20 (c) ) and the clustering of volatility (Figure 20 (d) ).  Proportion of fundamentalist/technical traders: We could study the effect of the total number of agents, but as said above it is insignificant as long as it increases or decreases at the same time than the liquidity parameter. A more interesting situation is obtained when the proportion of fundamentalist to technical agents is altered. Figure 21 shows that when the market is dominated by technical traders (that is, when the proportion of fundamentalist agents is 25%) the price exhibits high jumps 5 : when there is an incipient trend in price series, the technical traders propel it until the distance from the fundamental value is high enough for the minority of fundamentalist agents to be able to reverse it. This scenario directly leads to higher return kurtosis and volatility (Figure 21  (e ), (f)), and also has an impact on the profits obtained by the agents (Figure 21 (b) ): technical traders take advantage of the momentum they induce in prices, whereas when the price reverts fundamentalist traders also profit from the higher positions accumulated due to the marked divergences between price and fundamental value. The effect of a technical dominance is also noticeable in the ACF curves, which show bulges due to the anticorrelation induced by the technical strategy. When the proportion of fundamentalist agents is equal or higher than the proportion of technical agents, then price dynamics get a more realistic appearance as the action of fundamentalist traders induce a dynamic similar to that of a random walk. 
Calibration
A handful of quantitative methods have been proposed to calibrate agent-based financial models. For example, Fabretti (2013) uses the optimisation method put forward by Gilli and Winker (2003) and a genetic algorithm to calibrate parameters, and Alfarano et al. (2005) propose to use the method of maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters of a model for which a closed-form return distribution can be derived.
In contrast to these technical methods, the approach we have used to calibrate the parameters of our model is far more straightforward and intuitive. As there is a direct correspondence between the behaviour of artificial traders and real traders, most model parameters can be calibrated by looking at their empirical counterpart. In section 3.2 we have seen that results show a higher sensitivity with respect to the parameters associated to the technical strategy than to the fundamentalist strategy or the noise used in price or fundamental value formation process. It is thus specially important to accurately calibrate these parameters, but the realism with which we have implemented this strategy greatly facilitates the task. The entry and exit rules employed by technical agents are the same than used by real traders, and we can get information on which parameter values are usually employed in real markets by turning again to practitioners literature. Table 2 summarises the value of all the model parameters used in the results described in the rest of sections. Next, we describe how these values have been determined.
 Parameters associated to price formation: The impact of traders in price formation is normalised with the liquidity parameter  , so this parameter is linked to the number of agents (the higher the trader population size, the higher the liquidity). Although this parameter has an empirical interpretation, its value is not observable, and it has then been calibrated by looking at the face validity of simulation outputs (e.g. a small value of liquidity can result in diverging price patterns) and the stylised facts replicated by the model. The random term in price formation (see formula ( 1 )) is governed by the standard deviation parameter P  , whose value has been set to obtain an overall price volatility value in line with empirical daily volatility of S&P500 in the last years (assuming here that one time step is equivalent to one trading day).  Parameters associated to fundamental value formation: The fundamental value process depends on the standard deviation term V  . As seen in section 3.2, model outputs are not sensitive to this parameter, and its value has been set by looking at the face validity of simulation outputs.  Parameters associated to the fundamentalist strategy: Although we do not have empirical evidence on which thresholds are used by fundamentalist traders, we have used plausible values for the mispricing level required to enter and exit a position ( f T , f  ), and we have fine-tuned these valuestogether with the unobservable parameter f by looking at the stylised facts replicated by the model.  Parameters associated to the technical strategy: These are the parameters which need a finer calibration because they have a more noticeable impact on simulation results. To implement the technical trading strategy, we have built on techniques widely used in real markets, and so when it came to setting the values of the different windows we 33 turned to the practitioner literature. The windows for the short-and long-term moving averages ( tr S w , tr L w ) move around 10 and 40 as these are the values usually employed by real technical investors (Kestner, 2003) ; the window for the exit channel moves around 20 as this is the typical period . [5, 30] Boundaries of the uniform distribution that sets the window of exit channel used by technical traders 
Parameter
Output validation
The application of computational methods to the rich collection of financial data has allowed to identify different statistical regularities that repeatedly appear in many different markets and at different times ( (Giardina & Bouchaud, 2003) , (Taylor S. , 2005) ). These statistical regularities known as stylised factsare often used to assess the validity of financial market models, including agent-based models: the better a model reproduces one or more of these stylised facts, the more valid the model is.
The models reviewed in section 1.3 reproduce some of the statistical properties repeatedly observed in financial markets, but there is no model capable of reproducing all the stylised facts. Our model is not an exception: it replicates some of these stylised facts but not all of them. Given the simplicity of our model, we can deduce that the mechanism leading to these properties is the interaction between the fundamentalist and technical agents: fundamentalist traders induce a dynamic similar to that of a random walk (which is linked to properties such as the lack of return autocorrelations or the unit roots), but technical traders induce correlations in price movements (which are linked to properties such as volatility clustering). The interaction of both groups allows to replicate in a greater or lesser degree some of the stylised facts of stock markets.
We will study next to what extent our artificial market satisfies the main stylised facts, in order to evaluate the output validity of the model. As in section 3.1, average results are based on 200 runs.
Lack of return autocorrelation. The autocorrelations of the time series of asset returns are usually insignificant, except for very small time scales (Slanina, 2014) . This indicates that it is not possible to know if the price of an asset will rise or fall in the next period (Cristelli, 2014) , which is consistent with the efficient market hypothesis.
In Figure 22 we present the average autocorrelation function of the return series obtained from our simulations. We can see that the autocorrelations tend to 0 when the lag increases, although this decay is not as quick as observed in real markets. Fat tails. Financial returns are commonly modelled with a normal distribution due to its simplicity, but the empirical distribution of returns does not adjust to a Gaussian bell, as it is more peaked and has more probability mass in the tails (Cont, 2001) . The presence of fat tails 35 implies that the price of an asset suffers extreme booms and busts more often than predicted by a normal distribution.
As in real markets, the distribution of the return series obtained with our model is more leptokurtic than the normal distribution. The histogram of returns ( Figure 23 ) has more mass in the center and the tails than a normal distribution with the same mean and variance (bell curve). Further evidence of fat tails is observed in the QQ-plot of the return distribution (Figure 24) , which moves away from the diagonalcorresponding to a normal distributionin the queues. Furthermore, the mean of excess kurtosis, which measures the size of the probability in the queues (Tsay, 2005) is 0.57 (with values comprised between 0.13 and 1.1), what indicates again that the distribution of returns is leptokurtic. Volatility clustering. Although returns are not autocorrelated, further analysis reveals that they are not independent, either (Slanina, 2014) : the absolute value or the square of returns exhibit significant autocorrelation over days or even weeks for a variety of stocks and indices (Cont, 2001) . This implies that big price changes are usually followed by big changes (of any sign), and small changes are usually followed by small changes (Chakraborti, Toke, Patriarca, & Abergel, 2011) . When plotting the autocorrelation function of volatilitywhere volatility can be estimated both as the absolute value or the square of returnswe can see that it remains positive for several lags (Figure 25) , but decays to 0 faster than in real markets. Although the autocorrelation function of volatility ( Figure 25) seems to decay to 0 at the same rate that the autocorrelation function of returns (Figure 22) , when studying the long-term memory of both series we can observe a different internal structure. ), what indicates that this series has no long-term memory. Even though these values are consistent with the Hurst values observed empirically, it should be noted that it is difficult to accurately measure the Hurst exponent, specially if the series is affected by noise (Clegg, 2006) . Therefore, the values shown here for the Hurst exponent 7 should be taken with some caution. Having said this, it is anyway interesting to observe that the volatility series invariably has a greater exponent than the return seriesan indication that its persistence or long-term memory is higher. 6 When the decay of the autocorrelation function of a process follows a power law with exponent β<1, the process is said to have long-term memory (Bouchaud, Farmer, & Lillo, 2009) , implying that events that occurred long ago still have an impact on the current values (Thompson, 2011) . The Hurst exponent can be used to find out if a process has long-term memory, and is calculated as 2 1    H (Rickles, 2011) .
A process with long-term memory is characterised by having a Hurst exponent   (Oh, Kim, & Eom, 2006) , (Yang, Wang, & Hu, 2013) ). The exponent of a process with short-term memory (such as the series of returns) is , 5 . 0  H and its autocorrelation function decays faster (Bouchaud, Farmer, & Lillo, 2009 All these analyses reveal that it is not clear whether our model reproduces the clustering of volatility: if we only based on the autocorrelation function, we would say that the model does not replicate this property because the decay is faster than observed in real markets, but when analysing the long-term memory of the volatility series we can see that it has an underlying structure different from the return series and displays long-term dependence as the empirical volatility.
Correlation between volume and volatility. The correlation between trading volume (calculated as the sum of orders issued by all the agents in absolute value) and volatility is positive, as observed in real markets (Cont, 2001) . Figure 26 shows the range of values of correlation between volume and absolute value of returns, which moves between 0.57 and 0.70. Unit root. It cannot be statistically rejected that the series of stock prices follows a random walk (which is a particular case of an AR(1) process with a unit root (Tsay, 2005) ), consistently with the efficient market hypothesis. The Dickey-Fuller test (see (Taylor S. , 2005) for a description of the test) is the standard tool to detect whether an AR (1) process is a random walk, and when applied to the time series of real or logarithmic prices of an asset usually cannot reject the null hypothesis (Lux & Marchesi, 2000) .
When running the augmented Dickey-Fuller test with the time series of log-prices obtained from simulations, the null hypothesis is accepted in 76% of runs, an indication that the unit root property is satisfied in most simulations.
Leverage effect. The correlation between returns and future volatility of an asset is negative and decays slowly to 0 (Cont, 2001) . This effect indicates that price movements have an asymmetric impact on volatility: when the price falls (i.e., when the return is negative), then the volatility increases, whereas if the price goes up (i.e., when the return is positive), then the volatility is reduced (Dudukovic, 2013) . However, the inverse relationship is not satisfied: the correlation between volatility and future returns is nearly negligible (Cont, 2001) .
The plot of the cross-correlation function between the series of returns and past or future volatility (Figure 27 ) reveals that the model does not satisfy the leverage effect, since the two 38 series have no significant correlations for any lag. In fact, in the case that the two series were correlated, the leverage effect could not be satisfied, since the behaviour of our model is perfectly symmetrical for both a price increase or a decrease. Taylor effect. The autocorrelations of the absolute value of returns are usually higher than those obtained with the squared returns (Cont, 2001) . More generally, the autocorrelation of the series d t r reaches a maximum when d is around 1 (Ding, Granger, & Engle, 1993) .
To study if our model exhibits the Taylor effect we include in Figure 28 (marked with a vertical dashed line). As illustrated in Figure 28 , the Taylor effect is not met, because the maximum autocorrelation for some lags is achieved in 2  d or even 3  d . (Covrig & Ng, 2004 )as happens with the time series of volatilityand has long-term memory (Rossi & Santucci de Magistris, 2013) .
The autocorrelation function of the volume series obtained from simulations remains positive for several lags and decays slowly to 0, as shown in Figure 29 . Moreover, the Hurst exponent proves that the series of volume has long-term memory (its average value is 93 . 0  H ). Volatility skewness. The distribution of volatility (absolute or squared returns) is very asymmetric, with higher frequency of large values than a normal distribution (Sinclair, 2013) . In fact, the distribution of volatility fits to a log-normal, although the tails seem to follow a power law (Slanina, 2014) . 40 The histogram of the absolute value of resulting returns (Figure 30 ) reveals that the distribution is asymmetrical, with the bulk of observations lying on the right as observed in real markets. The skewness is positive in all the runs (its mean value is 1.3), what indicates that the left tail has a greater mass than the right one. Summary. We summarise next in a graphical way which stylised facts are reproduced by our model. We can observe that the model does not perfectly replicate the whole set of stylised facts. In this regard, it is in line with the other agent-based models of financial markets available in the literature, as there is no model that is able to reproduce all statistical properties listed in Table 3 . 
Stylised fact
Conclusions
In this article we have presented an agent-based model of a stock market populated by fundamentalist and technical traders, which are the most popular trading approaches in financial markets. The implementation of this model has allowed us to reflect on some aspects related to the validation and calibration of agent-based models.
Instead of building the model from scratch, we have replicated the model of Farmer and Joshi (2002) , which is one of the most relevant and well-known agent-based model of financial markets. This model-to-model exercisealso considered a type of validation by some authorshas allowed us to detect a recurring behaviour against common sense in the FJ model: the technical strategy never makes any profit, and this situation is non-sensible given that a lossmaking strategy would soon disappear from real markets.
In our review of agent-based models of financial markets we have realised that this type of obvious behaviours are seldom checked, so one runs the risk of having models which are valid according to the usual criteria but not sensible. For this reason, we have argued that it is also necessary to look at common-sense evidence and incorporate it into models, instead of only looking at the statistical stylised facts as usually done in artificial markets.
Following this line of argumentation, we have modified the FJ model by implementing a new technical strategy that is competitive. To do so, we have turned to the practitioners literature and reproduced one of the most widely used technical strategies. Here lies another contribution of this paper: we advocate for the implementation of agent behaviours close to the real ones, as this greatly facilitates the calibration of the model and the interpretation of results. We are aware that the feasibility of this task depends on the subject area: in the financial arena, many traders use mechanistic rules which can be seamlessly translated to coded agent rules. However, in other areas it can be more difficult to achieve such a level of homeomorphism between artificial and real behaviour; even in this case, we encourage the modelling of realistic agent behaviours, either by drawing on relevant literature as done in this paper or by directly involving stakeholders (as done for example under the companion modelling approach (Barreteau, Bousquet, Étienne, Souchère, & d'Aquino, 2014) ).
After building the model, we have validated it in an extensive way. The usual practice in agentbased models of financial markets is to validate the simulation outputs comparing them with a 42 set of statistical stylised facts. Here, we have used an extended validation procedure consisting of four stepsface validation, sensitivity analysis, calibration and output validationwhich has allowed us to provide a more comprehensive assessment of the model validity. It would be beneficial to generalise the adoption of an extended validation method as the one used here as this would provide valuable information on some aspects which are usually neglected, such as the sensitivity of the model to its parameters, or the calibration method.
The stock market model presented here is a first step in the construction of a more ambitious agent-based model. The work described in this paper ensures that our fundamentalist+technical model is a realistic, sensible and valid testbed with which to test the effect of other market mechanisms, such as the inclusion of risk management practices (work reported elsewhere).
